Alan’s Hobby Horse or
The Art of Paper Writing

Among his students Alan Bundy is well-known for continuously teaching “the
scientific method”. Alan has written several ’how to’ guides and ’bibles’, and in
every meeting he urges his students to read and follow these guides.
The following short paper is our tribute to Alan’s excellence in teaching and his
dedication to his work and his students. We tried to follow the suggestions in
his note on “How to write an Informatics Paper”1 to the best of our knowledge
and abilities.
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http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/bundy/how-tos/writingGuide.html.
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Abstract
Explicit plans have been successfully used to guide inductive proofs. We present
the ServPlan system which employs plans to guide the automated composition
of Semantic Web Services. Our system is better than any other system presented
before! It behaves very nicely, it covers more Web Services, it is very efficient
and easy to use. Furthermore the ServPlan system serves a lot of purposes other
than Web Service Composition. Last but not least, it is based on XML and
Java which solves all interoperability problems. We believe that our system is
the best solution for all problems occurring in the Semantic Web.

1

Introduction

Bundy showed how explicit plans can be used to guide inductive proofs [1]. Similarly, our ServPlan system uses plans for the automated composition of Semantic
Web Services. Semantic description of Web Services differ a lot from one service
to the other. To overcome these differences, ServPlan employs colourful rippling, our own extension to the well-known rippling heuristic [2, 3]. In particular
it resolves differences between a goal service (the desired composite service) and
all given (atomic) services. Problems with the interoperability between different
services where solved by using XML [4] and Java.
Our system is strictly better than any other approach presented before. It
can handle different kinds of Web Services and can reduce all differences between
these services. The non-existence of any differences also means that nothing can
change anymore. This is why the frame problem [5] does not occur in our
application domain.
Using ServPlan we could solve many problems of Artificial Intelligence [6]
and Semantic Web research [7].
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The ServPlan System

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the ServPlan system. The ServPlan planner tries
to compose atomic services (e.g., services S1 , S2 , and S3 ). For this it computes
the differences between the description of the desired composite service and
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Fig. 1. The ServPlan system

all given services (S1 , S2 , and S3 ). Then it uses colourful rippling to reduce
these differences, applying the available wave-rules. Once all the differences
are reduced, strong fertilisation can be applied and the resulting composite
service is returned to the client as a result.

2.1

Difference Reduction with Rippling

Wave-rules are rewrite rules annotated with wave-fronts, which mark the similarities and differences between the left- and right-hand sides of the rules. When
applying wave-rules, the wave-annotation must match. Fig. 2 shows two of the
wave rules used in our system. It is worth pointing the reader to the very colourful annotations of these rules without which rippling would not be applicable to
Web Service Composition.
Fig. 3 shows the rippling process for an example in which three services are
given. The service S1 takes a user ID and some desired booking dates as inputs,
and delivers a booking ID. Service S2 returns the ticket ID corresponding to a
booking ID. Finally, service S3 performs the payment for a booking and returns
a receipt to a user. The goal is to find one composite service that performs all
these three tasks together.
Using the wave rules in Fig. 2 ServPlan can reduce the planning goal to the
tautology (6) which is obviously true. Therefore, the corresponding composite
service is returned to the client.

Wave Rules:
service( s1 , [in(U serID), in( i1 )], [out( o1 )]

↑

) ⇒

(1)
↑

service(S1 , [in(U serID), in(F lightDates)], [out(BookingID)])

∧

↑

service( s2 , [in(BookingID)], [out( o2 )] )
service( s3 , [in(BookingID)], [out( o3 )]

↑

) ⇒

(2)
↑

service(S2 , [in(BookingID)], [out(T icketID)])

∧

↑

service( S3 , [in(T icketID)], [out(Receipt)])

Fig. 2. Wave rules used in Fig. 3

Givens:

Initially
service( S1 , [in(U serID), in(F lightDates)], [out(BookingID)] )
service( S2 , [in(BookingID)], [out(T icketID)] )
service( S3 , [in(T icketID), in(CardN r)], [out(Receipt)] )

Goal and Ripple:
service( x , [in(U serID), in( y )], [out( z )]

↑

)

(3)
↑

service(S1 , [in(U serID), in(F lightDates)], [out(BookingID)])

∧

(4)

∧

(5)

↑

service( x2 , [in(BookingID)], [out( z2 )] )
↑

service(S1, [in(U serID), in(F lightDates)], [out(BookingID)])
↑

service(S2 , [in(BookingID)], [out(T icketID)])

∧

↑

service( S3 , [in(T icketID)], [out(Receipt)])
(6)

>∧>∧>

Fig. 3. An Example of Colourful Rippling
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Implementation

We have implemented our system in Java 2 and run it on the Sun Java Virtual Machine (V. 1.4.2 14 beta x3) with a Tomcat web server (V. 5.0.19 Build
2005/02/30).

4

Evaluation

We tested the ServPlan system on several service composition problems and it
could solve all of them! Fig. 4 shows the performance of our system on these
problems.1 Our results clearly show the linear relationship between the difficulty of the service composition problems and the performance of our system.
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Fig. 4. The experimental results

Similar results were found for other problem sets with different types of Web
Services. Due to space limitations these results are omitted here.
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Related Work

Hilbert laid the theoretical foundations for our work in [8]. The soundness and
completeness of his approach was later shown in [9]. A first implementation was
given by Davis [10]. Others developed the language further by adding types [11]
or taking a more functional view on the problem [12]. Our approach is a real
1

All results were measured on Intel Alphax architecture (dual-port, shared-bus,
virtual-memory).

extension of previous work because it uses an extension of the well-understood
rippling heuristic and uses XML and Java to insure interoperability of the Web
Services.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented the ServPlan system for automated Web Service composition. We
gave a detailed description of the system and of experimental data that proves
that ServPlan can solve virtually all service composition problems occurring
in a Semantic Web context. It is fast and reliable and easy to use even for
inexperienced users. Since the system already behaves in an optimal manner we
are not planning to do any further work.
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